Abstract -Inspired by the stereo vision of human-eyes, a novel method for the three-dimension reconstruction by zooming is proposed. Firstly, two images of the object are taken at distinct focal lengths by the camera with zoom lens. The detailed analysis is processed by utilizing the pinhole model and geometrical optics, which prove this method is theoretically effective. The contour of the object is extracted in the image, which is taken on a relative larger focal length. Then, that image is divided into the Macro Blocks (MB), which is the minimum unit during image processing, and the MB with sufficient contour pixels are selected as the Feature Macro Blocks (FMB). The searching and matching are carried out by an original strategy named as Snake Search (SS) and defined matching criterion. After matching, two coordinates of same object point in both images are obtained. By the geometrical computation introduced, the 3D information of the object is acquired. Digital Camera (DC) is selected as the equipment in experiment, due to it is widely used consumer electronics products which meet the requirements. Experimental results in two different situation show that the method proposed is available and the 3D reconstruction by single camera is also a potential research area for stereo reconstruction.
I. INTRODUCTION
3D reconstruction, which models 3D parameters of objects and environment through a set of 2D images, is a critical research area in computer vision and plays an important role in the application of digital home, intelligent robotics, surveillance, industrial application, traffic system and so on. The human visual system utilizes cerebrum to process the optical information acquired by binocular vision, then human is able to recognize the stereo objects and understand 3D environment. For universal camera used for daily life, there is only a group of lens and single image plane. It catches the 3D information by projecting the stereo object onto a 2D image plane, during that the depth information is usually lost. Due to lack of sufficient information, it's rather difficult to recognize the 3D parameters by such types of images. In this paper, the bio-inspired method, that utilizing proper digital camera with zoom lens to take a pair of images at different focal lengths, is proposed.
Visual information captured by both the single human eye and optical camera are 2D image, thus, the 3D reconstruction have to be accomplished by a set of 2D images. In recent two decades, various methods for 3D reconstruction have been studied. Marr, D used two cameras to simulate binocular system of human, matched the same point of object projected on two 'eyes', the coordinates of these points in space was generated, then the 3D shape was reconstructed by fitting algorithm [1] . Agrawal, M and Geiger have forwarded other similar methods and algorithms with the same concept, which is wide used idea in 3D reconstruction [2] [3] [4] . Shao achieved the reconstruction by images of the objects from different views [5] . Saxena from Stanford University brought an interesting method based on artificial intelligence [6] , which acquires 3D information from single image by learning mechanism. Guo used monocular system to measure the distance in real-time, which is an application in intelligent vehicle [7] . Lavest proposed an interesting idea to infer 3-D information from a set of images taken with zoom lens [8] . Cheng presented a low-cost, userfriendly, and real time operating 3D camera [9] .
Among the methods mentioned above, the binocular concept simulates the human eyes with two cameras, but it has to know the position and direction of them precisely, which leads to more complexity. The method by studying just models the object or environment qualitatively. And Shao' method uses a series images, which isn't universal. Lavest's idea is interesting, however for applying to unrestricted environment, the exact image process algorithms are expected to be proposed. Cheng presented another method by structure light, yet, it includes the camera and a projector, which the cost is still possible to be reduced. Recently, after studying on the ciliary body and crystalline lens of human eye, our groups discovered that human also understand stereo scenes with monocular vision. One of the possible hypotheses for this phenomenon is the focusing mechanism of human eyes. The idea proposed in this paper is prompted by this inspiration. The rest of this paper is organized as follow. In Section II, basic concept of 3D modeling by images taken on distinct focal lengths is introduced and proved theoretically. In Section III, the detailed flow of the entire method is presented, including circuit modified, taking sequence, feature point selection and motion matching algorithms. Experiment is designed in two different situations and executed in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. PRINCIPLE OF PROTOTYPE MODEL
With the ideal pinhole model, the points of the object projects on the image plane through the pinhole by straight ray (As shown in Fig.1 ). These points are so called projecting points.
Collecting numerous projecting points on image plane, the camera is able to acquire the 2D image. The method proposed in this paper uses a static camera taking two images of the object at distinct focal lengths respectively. Searching and matching the defined FMB in those two images, and the feature point should be matched properly. Then, the 3D information of the object are calculated and generate the stereo contour of this object. This method offers many advantages:
It requires few device and cost. 3D Modeling is accomplished with single camera. As the image taken strategy above, the coordinates of the FMB in both images are correlative, which would reduce the consumption during image processing effectively. Generally, there are two image taken sequences: taking an image of the object at the larger focal length firstly, followed by an image taken at smaller one. The other sequence is taken at smaller focal length before a larger one. In this paper, the former strategy is selected.
In the 3D frame shown in Fig. 2 , image plane is located on where z=0. There is a point as the object in the space. z f = are the two focal lengths respectively. After taking at those two focal lengths, object is projected on the image plane twice (at P 1 and P 2 ). If both the coordinates of two projection points in image plane is known vector, the coordinate of the object in 3D space is solved as:
As explained above, the coordinate of this point is calculated. In common, an exact object consists of numerous points. With sufficient information, the stereo contour of the object would be created by image processing described in the following section.
III. THE FLOW OF THE METHOD
This method, taking two shots at different focal lengths by digital camera and solving the modeling problem with software on computer, consists of two main modules: Image Acquisition and Image Procession, as shown in Fig.3 . 
A. Procedure for Imaging
During the images acquiring procedure of our method, the digital camera (DC) is fixed and taken on the still object. First of all, zoom the lens to f 1 , which is larger; then striking the shutter to take the image, which is saved as primary image Ip. Secondly, zoom the lens to f 2 , which is smaller and strike the shutter again to obtain image, defined as reference image Ir. The reason for taking at larger focal lengths earlier than smaller one is described in Fig.4 . The larger focal length has much narrower range of view, so it assures all the part of object existing in Ir, when Ip is taken properly. 
B. Prompting the Digital Camera Hardware
To make the digital camera easily to use in experiment and future application, the module for acquired both two images could be prompted, as shown in Fig.5 . After modification, the digital camera could realize the following function automatically, when the button is pressed:
Zoom to f 1 ; Exposure the digital camera to acquire Ip; Zoom to f 2 ; Exposure the digital camera again to acquire Ir; 
C. Image Processing
With those two images, the 3D modeling is accomplished by certain algorithms processing in computer. In the software algorithm, there are four main procedures: FMB extracting, FMB matching, depth generating and stereo shape reconstruction.
FMB extracting: Searching all MB of Ip in Ir is a rather huge amount of computation. It consumes too much resources of processer and furthermore it wouldn't improve the accuracy either. Thus, defining the FMB to reduce the consumption of the system resources on processor, the searching procedure applies to the FMB only. The selecting criterion for the FMB is described as following.
In this algorithm, Ip is divided in MB equally, the size of which is 8 (pixels) x 8 (pixels). MB is the minimum unit in the searching algorithm. Processing all MB is costly. To reduce the resources consumption, MB with particular feature is selected as FMB and prepare for matching. Defined: 
where M N B × is the image with marked FMB.
Generally, the stereo object is recognized by its profile, which is projected as contour and corner in 2D image. Thus, selecting MB with enough information of contour and corner as FMB is an effective way. Taking the features mentioned above as an example, it could be obtained by CANNY operator [10] . Other features are also available in certain situation, such as color, texture and so on.
FMB matching algorithm: after selection of FMB in Ip, their corresponding matching MB in Ir should be matched. Both the coordinates of the feature in Ip and Ir are adopted for processing in later procedure. As the coordinate in Ip is easily determined, the main work of this part is to find out the corresponding position in Ir for each FMB, which is so called 'block searching'. It's widely used in multimedia area, such as video coding, and the popular algorithms are Three Step Search, Diamond Search [11] and PMVFast [12] etc. Searching all the positions in Ir for each FMB, so called full search, is a low efficient way. With the images capturing strategy mentioned in this paper, the objects and the camera are relatively fixed. In the two images, only the focal lengths changed in image taken. Thus, the same point would move along the line formed by the position of FMB in Ip P 1 and the center of the image O (as shown in Fig. 6 ). The search procedure is restricted in a narrow area and the route of the search position seems as snake, thus it's named as Snake Search, which is described detailed with a certain FMB:
Step 1 First, the original point of the coordinate locates at the center of image, which is / 2 W pixel from left and / 2 H from the top. As Ip and Ir are the same size in pixels, they locate at an identical coordinate shown in Fig. 6 .
Step 2 Secondly, the coordinate of FMB for searching is the vector 1 1 1 : ( , )
x y P P P , then the chief searching direction is decided by:
Step 3 Thirdly, the primary position in Ir for matching computation is the position of this FMB in Ip. After that, the matching position moves from primary position in a constraint area along 1 OP L shown above. In the beginning, it moves in the horizontal direction until touching the borderline, marked in Fig.  6 . Then, it shifts one pixel in vertical direction to center O of Ir. As an example, the area could be restricted by the distance
where S is the position of the current matching position. Usually, the amount of computation during this step increases with a larger constant T. But sometimes, a smaller T means low accuracy of matching result. Thus, a suitable constant T is decided under some certain conditions.
Step 4 Then, during the process, the judgment for the best match MB in Ir is SAD (Sum of Absolute Differences) [11] . In the algorithm proposed, if the following three states occurred, the best match MB hits.
(a): in the current search point, SAD between FMB and current MB is lower than a constant Min SAD , which adjusted by complexity and precision expected.
(b): The minimal SAD during the search is acquired. When searching to a position, the SAD is temporary lower than all the searching positions before, then searching N following positions under the rule in Step 3 continually. If it's still the minimal SAD, the searching could halt and the best match position is found out. Otherwise, the searching continues.
(c): Searching out of the maximal range. During SS, to avoid over-consumption, the maximal searching range is defined as:
While arriving at the maximal range, it still can't meet the requirements of (a) and (b), the searching still halts. The last position, which is also the boundary pixel of maximal range, is selected as the best matching position. This situation should be avoided, because it's rather low accuracy for 3D modeling if it occurs. In most cases, those points are deleted in the following procedure.
Step 5 Finally, after the procedure above, the best match MB in Ir is found out, which means the corresponding coordinate of the feature of the current FMB is acquired. As the coordinate of FMB in Ip is already known, the space position of this feature on the object could be solved by those two coordinates of blocks. Performing the matching procedure as (1), (2) and (3). The result above is measured by pixels. To transform the position to SI, the exact size of the pixel of CMOS is considered. The scales from pixel to S are defined as:
, ;
where w and h represent horizontal and vertical size of the available area in image sensor. . , . , .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In the experiments, we conduct two experiments with a DC separately. This DC uses a color 7.1 Mega-pixel CCD image sensor with an adjusted resolution 640x480 in this experiment. The size of the CCD is 1/2".
The object in first experiment is the square with four marked points locating in a same plane. Positions and directions of the DC and the object plane are shown in Fig. 7(a) . A pair of images in Fig. 7(b) and (c) is taken at focal lengths 70mm and 35mm respectively. From those two images, it is distorted and appears like a trapezoid, so the real relationship of them can't be recognized. With the method proposed, we can know the exact relationship of them. The result of 3D computation is shown in Fig. 8 . The Z axis is the direction of the optical line of the camera. X and Y formed the image plane. The coordinate system is adjusted for convenience. The coordinates for the four points is list in TABLE. I. To evaluate the result, the lengths of sides and angles are selected to compare with the original object, which could be seen in Table. II. With it, we know that the 3D model is approximately a square.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to model the 3D object with only single digital camera. By the digital camera with zoom lens, we taken two images of the same object captured in distinct focal lengths. With the relationship of feature point on the object projecting on those two image plane and through MB matching method and 3D reconstruction algorithm, the 3D coordinates of such series of feature points are solved. Thus, if we connect all the proper points, the 3D profile of this object is reconstructed. However, because it's difficult to apply to more general shape and scenes, the 3D modeling algorithms for unrestricted environment with those two images on distinct focal lengths and improving the accuracy are our future research fields. After processing by the method proposed, the rough profile of the objects are reconstructed.
